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We propose a new static high-performance mesh data structure for triangle surface meshes on the GPU. Our data structure is carefully designed for parallel execution while capturing mesh locality and confining data access, as much as possible, within the GPU’s fast “shared memory.” We achieve this by subdividing the mesh into patches and representing these patches compactly using a matrix-based representation. Our patching technique is decorated with ribbons, thin mesh strips around patches that eliminate the need to communicate between different computation thread blocks, resulting in consistent high throughput. We call our data structure RXMesh: Ribbon-matriX Mesh. We hide the complexity of our data structure behind a flexible but powerful programming model that helps deliver high performance by inducing load balance even in highly irregular input meshes. We show the efficacy of our programming model on common geometry processing applications—mesh smoothing and filtering, geodesic distance, and vertex normal computation. For evaluation, we benchmark our data structure against well-optimized GPU and (single and multi-core) CPU data structures and show significant speedups.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Polygonal meshes are the fundamental representation of geometric discrete objects for many computer-aided design, computer graphics, visualization, physical simulation, and computational geometry applications. Requirements of such applications range from sampling and evaluating the surface geometry or a subset of its attributes, querying the incidence or adjacency of mesh elements, or modifying the underlying geometry. Most of these requirements entail local processing of the underlying mesh, where the inputs to the computations on each mesh element are limited to a local neighborhood. Examples include computing discrete differential operators, mesh smoothing, and matrix assembly for solving variational problems.

Modern applications require working on meshes with millions of faces. Managing and manipulating such large meshes benefits from a programming model and a framework that implements that programming model, which ideally yields the benefits of performance, simplicity, correctness, and flexibility. Today’s practitioners rely heavily on existing mesh data structure libraries and frameworks (e.g., CGAL [Kettner 2019], OpenMesh [Botsch et al. 2002], and libigl [Jacobson et al. 2018]) to liberate users from low-level implementation details and to facilitate finding user solutions more quickly, robustly, and with higher performance.

Most mesh processing today is still performed on CPUs. However, the superior performance of modern GPUs would seem to make them an excellent candidate for mesh processing applications due to the data-parallel nature of mesh processing workloads. However, existing CPU-based mesh library frameworks do not extend easily to the GPU because their programming models and implementations are designed around a serial mindset, or possibly target the limited parallelism of multi-core platforms, and are not designed for the hundreds of thousands of threads available on a modern GPU.

GPUs excel in processing structured grids (e.g., images or dense matrices) because they map well to the underlying hardware. In contrast, traditional approaches to mesh processing typically entail many levels of memory reference indirection with little correspondence between memory layout and the mesh topology layout, which shatters locality of reference and makes caching ineffective.

Current solutions on the GPU fall into two categories:

- Hardwired application-specific mesh processing implementations (e.g., Delaunay triangulation [Coll and Guerrieri 2017], mesh painting [Schäfer et al. 2014], and rendering subdivision surfaces [Töbler and Maierhofer 2006]). Such implementations may achieve best-of-class performance on a particular problem, but their data structures are specific to that problem. They may not be easily modified for new or related problems, and they may not make full use of the GPU’s capabilities.
- Linear-algebraic reformulations of geometry processing workloads [Zayer et al. 2017] aiming to reduce intermediate data but do not optimize for locality, which is essential for top performance. This reformulation relies on representing meshes as sparse matrices and computation as operations on them. Our work shares this representation and advances the state of the art in the areas of performance, generality, and flexibility.

While not discussed in prior art, a careful implementation of a serial data structure on the GPU is possible. For example, storing the halfedge data of Directed Edges [Campagna et al. 1998] in a structure-of-array (SoA) format instead of array-of-structure (AoS) can make it a competitive alternative. However, such an optimization is beneficial only if the input is globally sorted; otherwise, caching is ineffective. We show that our implementation delivers superior performance even against Directed Edges with sorted input.

Delivering the highest performance on the GPU requires both a high-performance data structure and a powerful programming model. The data structure is responsible for capturing the locality of the underlying mesh topology in order to maximize GPU throughput. The programming model would permit its implementation to...
transparently map work to computational resources through the data structure without user intervention. The final goal is to provide the user with the same experience as CPU-based libraries while simultaneously enjoying the high performance of the GPU.

We present RXMesh, a GPU triangle mesh data structure that captures locality by partitioning the input mesh into small patches that fit in the GPU’s fast shared memory, ensuring excellent caching irrespective of query operations or input order. Our patching technique is fast, highly parallel, and accepts generic inputs. To eliminate communication during query operations, we extend each patch with information from neighboring patches with minimal overhead. Each patch is then represented independently using a compact sparse matrix representation that simultaneously allows for parallelization and excellent query load balance. RXMesh’s complexity is hidden behind a simple programming model and interface that allows both ease of use and high performance across different applications. Our data structure and its applications are open-source.1

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

- The design of RXMesh, a high-performance general-purpose static triangle mesh data structure on the GPU. Our data structure can capture the locality of the underlying mesh topology and uses bandwidth efficiently across the different levels of the modern GPU memory hierarchy. Our data structure enables a novel way of assigning work to computation resources in a load-balanced way that has not been used before for GPU mesh data structures.
- A clean programming abstraction that hides the complexity of the data structure behind a flexible programming model that allows the user to make the best use of our data structure without worrying about performance.
- The combination of our programming model and data structure is thoroughly evaluated via benchmarks and applications and compared against a well-optimized parallel Directed Edges [Campagna et al. 1998] data structure as well as (single- and multi-core) CPU-based frameworks. We achieve significant speedups over these frameworks.

RXMesh is meant primarily for GPU parallel applications. The CPU serial or multi-core mesh processing literature already features mature libraries and frameworks. Our work is limited to static applications that do not require changing the underlying mesh topology but may possibly change the geometric attributes of the mesh.

2 BACKGROUND

Triangular mesh \(M\) discretely represents the topology and geometry of some underlying 2D object embedded in 3D space. \(M = (V, E, F)\) consists of a collection of \(k\)-cells for \(k = 0, 1, 2\) where 0-cells, 1-cells, and 2-cells are a set of vertices \(V\), edges \(E\), and faces \(F\) respectively and each \((k-1)\)-cell lies on the boundary of a \(k\)-cell. We use the term mesh element (or element for short) to refer to a vertex, edge, or a face. A 2-manifold mesh has no more than two faces sharing an edge and has two edges meeting at a vertex if and only if there is a face that contains them both. Otherwise, it is a non-manifold mesh. If an edge is on the boundary of only one face, it is a boundary edge, otherwise, an internal edge. A vertex and face incident to a boundary edge are a boundary vertex and boundary face respectively. Two vertices are neighbors if they share an edge. The valence of vertex \(V\) is the number of neighbor vertices of \(V\). The one-ring of vertex \(V\) is the set of vertices that are neighbors to \(V\). A face’s summit is the set of vertices that form that face. Finally, adjacency relations assign a neighboring relation to two \(k\)-cells of the same dimension, while incident relations are between \(k\)-cells of different dimension. Such relations are summarized in Table 1.

3 RELATED WORK

The halfedge [Mäntylä 1988] data structure is the most commonly used mesh data structure supported by robust and reliable implementations (e.g., CGAL [Kettner 2019] and OpenMesh [Botsch et al. 2002]). Halfedge provides a straightforward way to manipulate

1https://github.com/owensgroup/RXMesh
meshes with constant-time queries for all local adjacency and incident relations. With few modifications, halfedge can represent non-manifold meshes [Dyedov et al. 2015]. Other data structures that have similar characteristics include quad-edge [Guibas and Stolfi 1985], winged-edge [Baumgart 1972], and Corner Table [Rossignac 2001]. Directed Edges [Campagna et al. 1998] specializes halfedge for triangular meshes and reduces the memory footprint of halfedge by devising special indexing rules that implicitly encode some connectivity information; in general, this and related “compact” mesh representations cannot support generic (e.g., non-manifold) inputs, which reduces their generality.

3.1 Mesh as a Matrix

Recent research, including this work, seeks to leverage the GPU’s capabilities by formulating mesh data structures as matrices and computations as operations on them. The basis for this formulation rests firmly on algebraic topology and the elegant Linear Algebraic Representation (LAR) of mesh elements [DiCarlo et al. 2014]. LAR relies on encoding incidence relations between each k-cell to unordered (k − 1)-cells in a sparse matrix format. These relations are also known as boundary operators. Query computations are realized in terms of sparse matrix-matrix multiplication—a well-studied topic within the HPC community. Furthermore, LAR naturally represents non-manifold meshes without any special treatment.

In LAR, any incidence or adjacency relation can be represented with sparse matrices where the matrix rows represent the source or input and the columns represent the target or output. Figure 1 shows two such matrices, where a nonzero value means the two mesh elements are incident. To reduce its memory footprint, LAR proposed storing only a subset of these matrices and dynamically computing the rest on demand from the stored subset.

For a triangle mesh, the minimum number of matrices to fully represent all mesh elements is two: one matrix for each top-down (from k-cell to (k − 1)-cell) or bottom-up (from (k − 1)-cell to k-cell) incident relations. For example, storing $M_{EV}$ (incidence from edges to vertices) and $M_{FE}$ (incidence from faces to edges) is enough to perform all queries as shown in the inset (and in more detail in Appendix A). Note that this matrix-matrix multiplication uses a different semiring than traditional matrix multiplication: replacing summation with logical or and multiplication with logical and, leading to a binary representation of incidence/adjacency. Higher-order queries can be answered similarly by using information from first-order queries. For example, computing the one-ring of the faces’ summits is $M_{FV} = M_{FV} M_{V}$. While LAR sets the theoretical foundation for general-purpose high-performance mesh data structures on the GPU, it does not attempt to capture the mesh locality, which is crucial for high throughput.

Representing meshes as sparse matrices indicates, in theory, that a general-purpose sparse matrix library could be used to implement LAR operations. However, we see two obstacles here. The first is that most sparse matrix libraries do not support alternate semirings. The second is that because meshes have a particular structure (e.g., $M_{EV}$ will always associate one edge with two vertices), a general-purpose sparse matrix library misses opportunities for mesh-specific optimizations to sparse operations.

The LAR representation is the basis of recent work that targets mesh processing on the GPU, e.g., Mesh Matrix [Zayer et al. 2017] and the ternary sparse matrix representation [Mueller-Roemer et al. 2017] for volumetric meshes. Mesh Matrix represents surface meshes by encoding the relation between 2-faces (triangles) and 0-faces (vertices), limiting it to applications that do not require explicit edge representations. Mesh Matrix offers a compact representation as a single array augmented with an action map, a small local map that encodes the interaction between vertices. With the action map, Mesh Matrix claims to eliminate the need to create intermediate data. However, Mesh Matrix does not improve locality which, as we will show, is crucial for achieving top performance.

3.2 Programming Models for GPU Mesh Processing

GPU-specific programming models are found in many domains, e.g., graph processing [Wang et al. 2017], sparse voxel computation [Hu et al. 2019], and simulation [Bernstein et al. 2016]. The challenge for a programming model for GPU mesh processing is to provide both an intuitive, high-level abstraction for the programmer that encompasses a large set of mesh processing applications while making the best use of the underlying hardware.

The programming model of Mesh Matrix is one approach with its programming model centered on linear algebra primitives and action maps. Mesh Matrix refrains from mimicking existing halfedge-like operations and instead casts mesh processing workloads in the language of linear algebra. Mesh Matrix’s programming model is orthogonal to ours. While Mesh Matrix seeks to reformulate the whole geometry processing pipeline, ours does not intervene in how the downstream computation is performed but only how it is scheduled and assigned to the computation resources. For example, Mesh Matrix requires re-writing applications in the language of linear algebra while ours provides the user with primitive query operations with which the user can compose their complex applications.

4 RXMESH PROGRAMMING MODEL

Traditionally, a mesh data structure provides the user with handles to operate over various elements. These handles abstract away element indices with iterators and circulatros [Botchev et al. 2002]. This abstraction is suitable for serial processing since a single thread
works on elements sequentially. The same abstraction could be applied in the GPU-parallel context, where different threads work on different elements identified by the thread index. However, this could lead to poor performance due to memory divergence because elements that are topologically close could be assigned to threads that are not in the same index range. Thus, we depart from this traditional sequential mesh processing programming model in favor of one that offers higher performance.

Our programming model decouples user-specified computation from how that computation is assigned to GPU computation resources (e.g., threads). The user defines only the computation, which will typically include one or more query operations. Then our implementation assigns GPU threads to elements with the goal of exploiting locality for query operations and inducing load balance. This maximizes query performance, which is usually the bottleneck of mesh processing pipelines on the GPU. The user can define computation on either all or a subset of elements. While computing over all elements typically makes the best use of the GPU’s computational power, our implementation is still able to exploit locality even when operating on a subset of the elements. A similar programming model has been used for sparse voxel computation [Hu et al. 2019] and proved to be powerful, performant, and flexible.

From a user perspective, our programming model is similar to the “think like a vertex” (TLAV) [McCune et al. 2015] programming model for the parallel processing of graphs. In TLAV, the user develops an algorithm by focusing on one vertex and the computation on that vertex based on its local data and incident and adjacent vertex and edge data, then applying that computation to all (or a subset of) vertices. Our programming model generalizes this idea to all three types of mesh elements: vertices, edges, and faces. Programs in our programming model, then, run in parallel over all elements, evaluate one or more queries into the mesh for each element, then combine those query results at each element with arbitrary user-specified computation. With this programming model, the user can specify single kernels that can operate on any combination of vertices, edges, or faces, and within those kernels, operate on each primitive set efficiently, in parallel.

As an example, consider computing the vertex normal at each vertex in a mesh by simply computing the normal of each face and atomically adding it to each of its three vertices. Our programming model requires the user to specify the computation, which includes making queries to fetch the three vertices of the face, computing the face normal, and then atomically adding the normal components to each vertex. It does not require the user to consider either parallel execution across faces, mapping threads to queries, or memory locality. This allows the user to write the computation kernels as shown in Listing 1 without worrying about these low-level details.

When operating on a subset of the elements, it is possible to query all the elements and then only use the results of those in the active set. However, this is a waste of memory bandwidth. Thus, we require the user to specify the participating elements in the active set using a lambda function that takes the element index as an input and returns a boolean indicating the element’s membership in the active set. For example, the user can use the input element index to index a boolean array of the active set. By default, this lambda function returns true, thus the query should be applied on all elements.

Listing 1. Our parallel RXMesh programming model abstracts away the details of assigning work to processors. Here, threads are assigned automatically to faces, which leads to high throughput on queries. The user can focus on specifying only the computation, i.e., computing the face normal and adding it to the face’s three vertices.

5 GOALS AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES

5.1 Goals

Given the programming model, we now describe a static triangle mesh data structure for the GPU that implements the queries in Table 1. Our data structure meets the following design goals:

Performance: Our primary goal is performance, measured by the elapsed time to process a mesh computation. We achieve this performance by exploiting locality, reducing memory operations, efficiently utilizing the different layers of the GPU memory hierarchy, and maximizing GPU occupancy. While much of a typical geometry processing application consists of local computations that are suitable for parallelization, the topological locality of the mesh representation is not usually captured in the data structures used in prior work. This lack of locality leads to poor memory performance. To maximize overall performance, we aim to capture this locality in our data structure. We focus on computation that queries mesh elements’ local neighbors. A GPU-optimized data structure for global operations (e.g., BVH) is out of the scope of this paper.

Generality: While hardwired application-specific data structures can result in high-performance implementations of a specific application, their performance often degrades when they are deployed in a different application. Our goal is to provide a data structure that supports sustained high performance across a variety of applications. The target applications should be able to efficiently perform queries on any mesh element. Additionally, we make no assumption about the input mesh quality—we assume generic, possibly non-manifold, meshes expressed as indexed triangle inputs.

Compactness: Generality and high performance might be achieved by storing all possible query results, but at the cost of higher memory overhead, which can limit the user to small inputs only. More importantly, the limited size of the GPU’s programmer-managed shared memory limits the amount of locality we can exploit. We strive to store a minimal amount of data and instead efficiently compute queries dynamically, resulting in a minimal memory footprint.
Easy to use: Different applications may have different requirements for how they access a mesh data structure. The user might need to access the data structure directly from within user-defined GPU kernels. We aim to provide a data structure that allows efficient access with an intuitive access model for a variety of use cases.

5.2 Design Principles
In this section, we explore two different methods to capture mesh locality: sorting and patching. We analyze why patching is the right choice, design a compact LAR-based representation for patches, and contrast it against alternative less-compact representations. Finally, we detail the importance of decorating the patches with ribbons for better locality.

5.2.1 Locality by Patching. Ideally, all the accesses necessary to perform a computation would be stored in the memory layer with the highest bandwidth. For the GPU, this is the L1 cache or the per-block shared memory. The mesh operations that we target have access patterns with high locality between mesh elements and their neighbors, so we would benefit from a data organization that can better capture that locality. Specifically, we aim for a coherent correspondence between the mesh topology and how the mesh is stored in the GPU global memory, i.e., elements that are topologically close are also stored nearby in memory.

The most straightforward implementation of our programming model would place all mesh data in global memory, making no optimization for locality. For this implementation, if the mesh data is unstructured, it is likely that hardware caches would capture little locality, limiting the performance. We can improve locality capture, and hence performance, by sorting the input mesh coherently [Kerbl et al. 2018], using some kind of spatial information as the sort key (Figure 2). However, this approach has two disadvantages:

- It requires sorting not just the topology but also the mesh attributes (e.g., coordinates, texture coordinates, normals), which have a considerably larger storage requirement than the requirement for the mesh topology alone.
- Even if the initial sorting and data movement is not an issue, there is no generic method of sorting all mesh elements coherently, especially for meshes with a high genus number. For example, vertices can be sorted lexicographically based on their coordinates, but this leaves the faces and edges unsorted, and thus accesses to them will not be cache-friendly. Additionally, such sorting would always create occasional gaps between two neighbor elements, i.e., seams where there will be a transition in the element index.

The L1 cache may also be rapidly exhausted if mesh attributes are queried simultaneously with topology queries, which is the common case. Thus, we implemented an alternate design: subdivide the mesh into small patches that can fit in the user-managed shared memory and perform all the computation/queries in the shared memory. This guarantees that we always exploit the highest memory bandwidth even if the mesh attributes are used in the computation.

5.2.2 Work Mapping. Now that our accesses are within the fast shared memory, we turn to efficiently scheduling our computation. Because mesh data is sparse, simple methods to map work to processing resources often leads to idle threads, branch divergence, and memory divergence. For example, consider assigning mesh vertices to threads where each vertex may have a different valence (Figure 3). Ensuring good computation performance through load balancing is one of our key design goals. We achieve this load balance by appropriate work mapping where threads cooperate to perform their respective queries. We discuss this implementation in Section 6.2.

5.2.3 Index Space. The memory footprint of a patch can be reduced by using 16-bit indices to represent its elements. However, such local indices can only represent standalone independent patches, which is insufficient since the user expects a single index/handle per element that can be used for accessing mesh attributes. For that, we map each local index to a global one, resulting into two index spaces: a local and global index space. The local index space is used to perform the query operations, which return their results after being mapped to the global index space, thus hiding the complexity and details of patching from the user. The mapping has a low overhead as it only requires a single coalesced bulk read from the global memory, which we discuss in Section 6.2.

5.2.4 Compact Patch Representation. Our top priority in choosing a data structure is supporting the operations specified in our programming model (Section 4). Not all data structures support all operations; for instance, indexed triangles do not allow working on edges. Beyond this, we aim for a data structure that gives us both...
Our choice, LAR, is an attractive representation for patch information because:

- A patch can be represented using only 12 bytes/face by only storing EV and FE in two matrices, namely $M_{EV}$ and $M_{FE}$ (Figure 1). All other relations can be queried on the fly.
- It can represent any mesh irrespective of its quality (e.g., non-manifold) without any special treatment.
- Threads can cooperate to perform queries. For example, computing VE is simply transposing $M_{EV}$, which can be computed by dividing rows equally among the threads. Since a row in $M_{EV}$ contains only two entries, the computation is well-balanced across threads. We discuss these implementation details in Section 6.2.

### 5.2.5 Ribbons

Once we divide our mesh into patches, we find that the boundary mesh elements of the patches require special treatment because otherwise they will falsely represent boundaries of the mesh. For instance, querying the neighbor vertices of a patch boundary vertex will require reading another patch from global memory. This approach leads to both branch divergence and additional global memory accesses. Thus, we augment each patch with a ribbon—the union of the one-ring of the patch’s boundary vertices—and add it to the patch local index space (Figure 4). This moderately increases memory usage per patch (we quantify this in Section 7) while significantly increasing the locality. Note that if the input mesh has a boundary, we do not add ribbons so we can accurately identify boundary elements.

## 6 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We discuss here some details crucial for implementing our data structure.

### 6.1 Memory Storage

For every ribbon-augmented patch we store the following:

- $M_{EF}$ and $M_{EV}$ matrices with three and two nonzero entries per row, respectively.
- Local-to-global mapping for vertices, edges, and faces stored in a flat array, indexed by the element’s local index and storing its respective global index.
- The total and owned number of vertices, edges, and faces in the patch.

**Matrices:** $M_{EF}$ and $M_{EV}$ are very sparse and thus a sparse matrix format is a natural way to store them (e.g., as compressed-sparse-row [CSR]). Zayer et al. [2017] showed that sparse-matrix-based storage of meshes can be further reduced from what CSR provides by taking advantage of the fixed number of entries per row. For $M_{EV}$, we store the edges in a flat array of size $2n_e$, where $n_e$ is the number of edges and each pair of entries represents an edge. We store the vertices such that the first vertex is the source and the second is the target. Similarly, we store $M_{FE}$ in a flat array of size $3n_f$, where $n_f$ is the number of faces. We reorder the edges of each face such that their order indicates the face orientation and reserve one bit in each entry for the edge sign, as shown in Figure 1.

**Local-to-Global Mapping:** Since we augment patches with ribbons, some mesh elements are shared between more than one patch. For that, we define the “ownership” of an element by a patch as the patch that possesses all the information necessary to perform all queries for this element. Each mesh element is owned by only one patch, which we enforce by a mapping between (globally indexed) elements and their owning patches. When assigning local index to the different elements within a patch, we make sure that lower indices are given to the owned elements. Thus, if we want to check if an element is owned by a patch, we check its local index against the number of owned elements by the patch of that element type.

**Global-to-Local Mapping:** We store the patch owning the mesh elements as three arrays (for vertices, edges, and faces), indexed by the mesh global index. Once the patch is known, we can search within its local-to-global mapping array for the local index. However, this search is not needed for first-order queries.

### 6.2 Queries

We now discuss how to perform efficient queries given the patched mesh from how we assign threads to mesh elements to how we perform such queries. Ashkiani [2017] presented a novel per-thread-assignment, per-warp-processing strategy for parallel tasks on the GPU. In this strategy, the user, through the programming model,
assigns parallel tasks to threads, but the implementation instead assigns threads within a warp to work together to fulfill their tasks collaboratively. The result is increased warp efficiency due to better load balance when compared to traditional per-thread work assignment and processing, where branch and memory divergence may significantly inhibit high performance. Such an approach has been previously used in high-performance hash tables [Ashkiani et al. 2018] and graph data structures [Awad et al. 2020] on the GPU.

In this work, we extend Ashkiani’s strategy to per-thread assignment, per-block processing. From the user’s perspective, each thread is responsible for a mesh element’s queries, but all threads in the block cooperate to fulfill their queries by both sharing useful information via fast shared memory and leveraging the even-faster intra-warp communication when possible. While queries are handled cooperatively, per-element computation instead uses traditional per-thread processing. Note that this processing and assignment is not exposed to the user and is done automatically. The user only implements the operation that each thread performs on the given mesh query output, closely following our programming model (Section 4). Since many mesh processing applications perform identical operations on the mesh elements (utilizing information about the mesh element’s local neighborhood), our programming model can be adopted easily for these applications.

6.2.1 Structuring All Queries: For all queries, we first assign a single CUDA block to each patch. Let the number of source mesh elements owned by the patch be \( N \) and the number of the threads in a block \( T \); each thread is nominally responsible for \( N/T \) mesh elements. One primary goal of our query implementation is to minimize global-memory communication and ensure load balance by performing as much computation locally within a block (in shared memory and registers) as possible and let threads collaborate to perform otherwise imbalanced queries. We start by loading the patch information from global memory into shared memory. Because we bound the maximum size of a patch, we guarantee that all storage can fit within shared memory, as it allows using 16-bit unsigned integers to represent the indices of per-patch mesh elements.

\[ M_{FE}, M_{EV}, \text{ and } M_{EF} \] queries return a fixed number of outputs \((k = 2–3)\); we term these fixed offset queries because we know for any input element \( i \), its output will be stored in output locations \([ki, k(i + 1)]\). Other queries are variable offset because queries on all elements do not return the same number of outputs for each query (e.g., \( M_{EV} \) produces a variable-sized one-ring). We store the output of fixed-offset queries in a flat array in shared memory where the offset determines the boundary of each source’s output. For variable-offset queries, we store the output in two arrays: one for the values and another for the prefix-sum of the offsets.

Now, the output needs to be mapped to the global index space. Reading the mapping from global memory would entail many scattered memory reads. Instead, we load the local-to-global mapping of the output element type into shared memory. Once the output is computed in local space, we use the local-to-global mapping to map the output of the query into the global index space. The mapping happens on the fly only when the user fetches the query’s output.

It is possible to structure similar queries that only act on a subset of the mesh elements. In this scenario, each thread checks if any of its assigned source elements are part of the active set (Section 4). If one thread in the block has an active source element, the whole block performs the request query for the respective patch.

Queries that go beyond the first-order queries benefit from having the majority of the information resident in the shared memory after performing the first-order query. For example, querying the vertex two-ring is done by reading the one-ring of the one-ring. After performing the first one-ring, the next one-ring is already resident in the shared memory. However, for near-ribbon elements, this may require reading neighbor patches from global memory. For that, each thread adds to a shared-memory buffer the patch it needs to read in order to complete its query. This list is then filtered in place to generate a list of unique patches. The whole block then iterates over this list, performs the query for the whole patch, then allows threads to complete their queries. Subsequently, if additional patches still need to be read, they are scheduled in the next pass. Additional details on individual queries are discussed in Appendix B.

6.3 Patching

6.3.1 Patch Quality: We seek to partition the input mesh into a set of disjoint patches \( P \). A single patch should be contiguous, i.e., a single connected component. The patch size \( S_p \) is identified by its faces count. Ideally, we seek equal-sized patches to ensure perfect load balance when patches are assigned to different blocks. However, this is not feasible since partitioning a graph into roughly equal partitions is NP complete [Buluç et al. 2016]. Additionally, our experiments showed that occasional small patches do not degrade performance. Since we assign one CUDA block per patch, if a patch is small, its assigned block will finish in a shorter time, freeing the SM for another block ensuring full occupancy of the GPU. Smaller patches require less shared memory and thus may allow more thread blocks to be resident on one SM at the same time. However, smaller patches also increase storage overhead due to ribbons. Thus, our partitioning goal is contiguous patches of as equal size as possible, while tolerating small patches. The partitioning process should be fast, easy to parallelize, and incur low memory overhead.

Partitioning and clustering graphs and meshes for the purpose of distributing them across parallel processors reduces complexity and induces load balance. Buluç et al. [2016] summarize many of the plethora of techniques for graph and mesh partitioning. Mesh partitioning is used as a prepartition step to improve vertex locality to increase rendering performance [Kerbl et al. 2018], to approximate 3D shapes [Cohen-Steiner et al. 2004], to simplify meshes [Kalvin and Taylor 1996], and for mesh parameterization [Carr et al. 2006]. What makes our problem unique is our requirement for small-sized contiguous patches, with a patch size of \( S_p \approx 512–768 \) faces.

State-of-the-art graph partitioning tools are not suitable to meet these requirements. For example, ParMETIS [Schloegel et al. 1997] is a MPI-based multi-core parallel graph and mesh partitioning
tool based on multilevel recursive-bisection, multilevel k-way, and multi-constraints partitioning schemes. ParMETIS excels at producing patches of equal size; however, it does not guarantee that result patches are contiguous. nvGRAPH\(^3\) is a CUDA-based high-performance tool for solving various graph-based problems. nvGRAPH provides graph partitioning routines based on spectral clustering [Naumov and Moon 2016]. While nvGRAPH is parallel, fast, and able to partition graphs into roughly equal-sized partitions, it can only do this for coarse-grain partitions, i.e., fewer than 40 partitions. Otherwise, the required memory footprint is too high.

6.3.2 Patching Algorithm: We design a new mesh partitioning technique on the GPU to meet our requirements while taking advantage of 1) having no hard constraints over the number of patches and 2) having only upper bounds on the patch size. We leverage ideas from Lloyd’s k-means clustering algorithm [1982], which is a highly parallel process to partition a given graph.

Given a graph \(G = (V, E)\) with nonnegative edge weights \(\omega \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}\), k-means seeks to partition \(G\) into \(k\) partitions \(P_1, \ldots, P_k\) of equal weights, i.e., the sum of weights of all edges in a partition is equal. Alternatively, weights could be associated with the vertices and the sum will run over the vertex weights. Lloyd’s clustering algorithm is an iterative process to compute these partitions. After randomly selecting \(k\) (vertex) seeds, it iterates over two phases:

- Assigning vertices to the “nearest” seed to create \(k\) partitions.
- Updating the partition’s seed with the partition’s “centroid.”

The algorithm iterates until seeds are no longer updated or a maximum number of iterations is reached. The algorithm requires a distance metric between vertices to compute the vertex’s nearest seed and the partition’s centroid.

We employ Lloyd’s algorithm where the mesh faces are considered the vertices of the graph to be partitioned, two vertices are neighbors if the two faces they represent are adjacent, and all edges have a weight of 1. This formulation makes Lloyd’s algorithm applicable regardless of the input mesh quality (e.g., non-manifold). Lloyd’s algorithm is excellent in minimizing large variances in size between initial patches. However, the convergence of the algorithm plateaus after a few iterations, often leaving a few overly large patches. We overcome this by inserting more seeds in the large patches, effectively reducing their sizes in subsequent iterations. Our patching process stops when the largest patch size is less than \(S_p\). Appendix C provides more implementation details.

7 EVALUATION

We evaluate our data structure and programming model on both fundamental query operations and full applications in Section 8. We perform our comparisons on an NVIDIA DGX Station with an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU with 32 GB of device memory. The CPU is an Intel Xeon E5–2698 v4 with 20 cores and 256 GB main memory. All code was compiled on Ubuntu 20.04 with gcc 9.3 and CUDA 11.1. Input meshes are collected from Thingi10K [Zhou and Jacobson 2016] and Smithsonian [Smithsonian Institution Digitization Program Office 2020] repositories.

We compare our RXMesh against GPU and CPU data structures:

1. Parallel Directed Edges (PDE): our well-optimized GPU-parallel implementation of Directed Edges [Campagna et al. 1998]. We have implemented the best possible version of this data structure that we could. Our implementation includes the following optimizations:
   - Using index-based instead of pointer-based data structures.
   - Using SoA instead of AoS to store a halfedge’s information.
   - We store the target vertex, face and next halfedge in three different buffers, each indexed by a halfedge index. Each vertex and face stores their halfedge in two different buffers indexed by the vertex and face index respectively. All other indirects are calculated implicitly, e.g., the two halfedges of an edge \(i\) take the indices \(2i\) and \(2i + 1\) and thus the twin halfedge can be referenced implicitly.
   - Storing query outputs in registers (when possible) before storing them to slower global memory. This helps reduce memory transactions yielding better memory performance when the output size is known beforehand (e.g., FV query).
2. OpenMesh (Version 8.1) [Botsch et al. 2002] and CGAL [Kettner 2019], the state-of-the-art CPU mesh libraries. We compare against both serial and OpenMP-parallel implementations (with the thread count set to omp_get_max_threads [40 on a DGX machine]).

Our measurements do not include the time it takes to read meshes from disk or the time to transfer data to the GPU. Additionally, our timings do not include the time it takes to create the patches designed to fit into GPU local memory. We do this for two reasons: (1) we get more fine-grained information about the performance of different parts of our system; (2) the cost of patch construction is quickly amortized over subsequent query operations. Patching time ranges from a few tens of milliseconds for small models up to 15 seconds for very large ones. Figure 5a shows the performance measurements of our patching technique on all data sets used in all experiments where it shows that patching time scales linearly with face count. Additionally, we compare against ParMETIS [Schloegel et al. 1997] on 8 input meshes containing 16–57M faces. On average, our patching technique is \(\sim 4.1\times\) faster than ParMETIS while producing contiguous patches that ParMETIS does not guarantee.

Patch Size. One factor that affects RXMesh performance is the patch size. There are several competing factors that determine the patch size. While larger patches are desirable because they decrease ribbon overhead, they require more shared memory, which leads to fewer resident blocks per SM. The ratio between owned and ribbon mesh elements could be too low for small patches, leading to less useful work returned when the whole block processes a patch. To determine the best patch size, we tested six candidate patch sizes. We measure their performance on seven queries on an input with 20M faces, as shown in Figure 5b. We choose a maximum patch size of 768 faces for all experiments in this paper as it strikes the best balance between the competing factors delivering the best performance. We expect newer GPUs with more shared memory capacity would allow for larger patch sizes without degrading performance, leading to lower ribbon overhead and a more compact data structure. Figure 5c shows examples of the output patches on a few selected inputs.
7.1 Query Operations

We evaluate the performance of RXMesh on the eight first-order query operations listed in Table 1. In each test, we pre-allocate enough memory to store the results of a query and do not count this allocation in the runtime.

PDE. We assign a thread to each mesh element source identified by the thread global index and launch enough blocks to cover all sources. Each thread then works independently, in parallel, to perform the query operation, then writes its output to its pre-allocated location in global memory.

RXMesh. Our programming model frees the user from explicit thread assignment. Instead, the user only writes the operations to be performed by every source element. Here, this is simply writing the output to global memory. Since we decouple the source mesh element index from the thread index, we could choose to write them in an order determined by either the element index or thread index. We choose the latter as it is likely to have better cache performance.

OpenMesh and CGAL. Both provide the user with iterators to circulate over different mesh elements. Given a query operation, we iterate over the source mesh elements in a for loop, use the provided iterators to query the given source mesh element for the query operation, and finally write the output to the memory.

Each experiment is run 10 times and we report the average timing in milliseconds. We run and analyze three different input orders for each query operation:

- Default: Input face and vertex order as specified in the input
- Shuffle: Randomly shuffle the vertex and faces
- Sorted: Using patching output to sort the vertex and faces

In general, OpenMesh and CGAL have the slowest performance by a factor of more than 100 when compared against the GPU alternatives (Figure 6). This performance gap motivates the development of a general-purpose mesh data structure on the GPU. Table 2 shows the speedup comparison between RXMesh and PDE of the three variants. We additionally report the timing for all methods in Figure 6. The shuffle input order is used to highlight the importance of locality for PDE. The PDE data structure does not require the input to expose any locality, instead relying on the user to capture locality, leading to 1) a loss in performance in the worst case scenario (i.e., randomized inputs) and 2) a failure to make the best use of locality even if the inputs are sorted (e.g., VV queries). In contrast, RXMesh exploits locality more efficiently by making patching an integral part of the data structure, leaving a randomized input no chance to jeopardize its performance. Below we analyze the different query operations, focusing only on sorted inputs.

VV, VE, and VF. In these queries, RXMesh outperforms PDE by factors of ~3.49× on average with sorted inputs. For PDE, these operations require each vertex to iterate over its halfedges. These memory reads could be at best cached but never coalesced. RXMesh relies on coalesced reads from global memory and confining computation within the shared memory, leaving no change for scattered global memory read. In addition, our efficient parallel matrix transpose in shared memory allows multiple threads to work cooperatively, avoiding any thread or memory divergence.

FV, FE, and FF. For PDE, these queries require (at most) three memory reads after each thread reads the halfedge associated with its face. These reads cache well, making PDE’s performance match RXMesh’s. For FF queries, RXMesh requires more shared memory, which lowers the GPU occupancy and leads to lower performance. We note that PDE is limited to edge-manifold input and is thus less generic compared to RXMesh.

EV and EF. Given an edge, PDE only does two memory reads for these queries to read the two vertices (or faces) associated with an edge’s halfedges. These reads are always cached regardless of the input order, since the halfedges of an edge take two consecutive IDs. RXMesh performs a matrix transpose for EF since we assume non-manifold inputs, leading to a slight slowdown for this query. The design we chose for PDE will always cache (and thus is best suited for) edge queries (EV and EF). An alternative design we could have chosen for PDE instead caches and prioritizes face queries (FV, FE, FF). In this design, we would implicitly reference a face’s three halfedges, i.e., given a face i, assign its interior halfedges to indices 3i, 3i + 1, and 3i + 2. This design would require slightly more memory (44 bytes/face). In contrast, the RXMesh user need not face such a design choice since RXMesh effectively caches all queries. This design advantage of RXMesh is most evident for the vertex

![Fig. 5. We show different aspects of the patching process: a) timing performance of the patching algorithm on all inputs used in this paper using default and shuffle input order, b) experimenting with different patch size on different queries, and c) examples of the output patches.](image-url)
queries (VV, VE, and VF); no alternative design for PDE can cache such queries.

PDE enjoys a speedup over RXMesh for some queries (FE, FF, EV and EF) averaging \(\sim 1.28x\) for sorted inputs. For the other queries, RXMesh’s speedup over PDE is on average \(\sim 2.58x\). Since complex applications require a mix of these operations, RXMesh strikes a good balance in optimizing different operations and allowing working on generic meshes (i.e., non-manifold) without any specialization.

**Memory Footprint Comparison.** RXMesh requires 45.4 bytes/face (a detailed calculation is shown in Appendix D) while PDE requires 42 bytes/face, i.e., \(~8\%\) less memory than RXMesh. It is possible to reduce RXMesh’s memory footprint to 34 bytes/face if computations are restricted to only first-order queries, leading to a \(\sim 19\%\) savings in global memory vs. PDE.

### Table 2. Speedup of RXMesh over PDE for all query operations on different input order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>VV</th>
<th>VE</th>
<th>VF</th>
<th>FV</th>
<th>FE</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>EV</th>
<th>EF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorted</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shuffle</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 APPLICATIONS

In this section we put the RXMesh system to work on a set of real-world geometry processing applications and evaluate its performance against both parallel CPU and GPU implementations using OpenMesh and PDE, respectively. In all our experiments, we use the sorted input order for fair comparisons.

Each application explores and tests a certain aspect of our data structure and programming model. Mesh smoothing using mean curvature flow (Section 8.1) integrates significant computation that repeatedly queries the vertices’ one-ring exemplifying many applications that have a similar pattern of computation. Geodesic distance (Section 8.2) illustrates the programmability of our programming model and how it could be adopted for computations that are run on a subset of the vertices while delivering high performance. Bilateral filtering (Section 8.3) shows the performance of RXMesh on queries that go beyond the first-order queries and how our programming model is amenable for such computation. Finally, vertex normal (Section 8.4) is a simple application that shows that RXMesh is able to match the performance of a hardwired application-specific data structure with almost no performance penalty.

8.1 Mean Curvature Flow

Geometry processing applications that require solving a linear system of equations are ubiquitous. Examples include mesh editing [Yu et al. 2004], mesh parameterization [Mullen et al. 2008], and simulation [Narain et al. 2012]. Unfortunately, many of these solvers are difficult to parallelize on the GPU. One costly aspect of solving these systems is the need to perform matrix assembly from the underlying mesh data structure into a sparse matrix while also maintaining the
original mesh representation. Iterative matrix-free solvers, which we use in this application, remove this obstacle and are the standard approach for parallelizing solver-based applications on large inputs containing millions of faces.

Here we implement smoothing/fairing of irregular meshes based on mean curvature flow [Desbrun et al. 1999], which is an effective method to remove the high-frequency noise from an input mesh (Figure 7). Our implementation uses an (un-preconditioned) conjugate gradient (CG) solver [Shewchuk 1994] using cotan weights computed at every iteration on-the-fly using VV queries. Given RXMesh’s fast neighborhood queries, we can directly perform the necessary matrix-vector computations and make use of the easily parallelizable matrix-free iterative CG solver. Appendix E shows the user implementation of this application highlighting the simplicity of using RXMesh programming model where all the complexity of making the best use of the GPU is hidden from the user enabling them to focus on the application implementation.

For comparison, we implemented the matrix-free CG using (single and multi-core) OpenMesh and PDE. Figure 8a shows a single CG iteration timing for the different methods. We observe more than 210× (18.3×) speedup between RXMesh and OpenMesh single-core (multi-core) implementations, respectively. This further emphasizes the benefits of utilizing the GPU for such computation. RXMesh is on average 4.6× faster than PDE. We attribute this speedup to how computation is scheduled. For RXMesh, we first perform all the queries in shared memory, which requires coalesced memory reads. Any uncoalesced/scattered memory reads of mesh attributes are scheduled afterward, allowing the L1 and L2 cache to have a smaller working set. PDE performs both global memory reads of the data structure and mesh attributes simultaneously, stressing the caches and leading to more memory transactions and slower performance.

8.2 Geodesic Distance

In this application, we compute the geodesic distance from a single source vertex to all other vertices (Figure 7). Our implementation is based on the front propagation for computing approximate geodesic distance using the minimalistic parallel algorithm by Romero et al. [2019]. The core idea is based on propagation of distance information from a set of vertices closer to the source vertex to the set of vertices further away such that multiple vertices can be updated in parallel. These sets of vertices are called topological level sets and their topological distance (i.e., number of hops away) from the source is computed as a preprocessing step.

The algorithm iteratively selects a set of eligible vertices based on topological distance, updates their distance in parallel, and then computes an error to decide the next set of vertices. This application demonstrates how to limit computation to a set of active vertices and compares the performance against PDE and single-core OpenMesh. With RXMesh, we simply check if the vertex is contained in the active set based on the topological set eligible for update, following our programming model (Section 4). If the vertex is active, it then performs the necessary query (VV) and updates its distance. Behind the scenes, RXMesh assigns blocks to patches and threads to vertices, performs the queries for active patches, and retires blocks that are assigned to patches with no active vertices. In contrast, PDE only launches enough threads to cover the active vertices, which are read in a coalesced manner.

While RXMesh performs more work by checking on non-active vertices, it outperforms PDE since the extra work is trivial compared to the overall computation. Figure 8b shows the timing for RXMesh, PDE and OpenMesh. On average, RXMesh is 15.5× and 122× faster than PDE and OpenMesh respectively. This shows that patching and careful scheduling of queries delivers significant performance gains even if the computation is limited to a subset of the vertices.

8.3 Bilateral Filtering

We implement an additional denoising application based on Bilateral Mesh Denoising (BMD) [Fleishman et al. 2003] to explore RXMesh’s programmability and ability to generate k-ring queries. BMD is an iterative process that computes new, smoother coordinates for the input mesh by filtering the vertices in the normal direction using their local neighborhoods. The critical part of BMD is calculating the local neighborhood for a vertex. We calculate this neighborhood by generating a ball centered at the vertex based on the shortest edge length to the one-ring vertices. We then gather all the neighbor vertices that fall inside this ball by querying the k-ring where $k > 1$. This stops when none of the vertices of a k-ring fall inside the ball. The resulting vertices are then used to determine the distance to move the vertex along its normal vector.

In our implementation, the user starts with a VV query, during which each thread is assigned to a vertex and its output is used to compute the ball’s radius. Subsequent queries beyond the one-ring are first checked if they are for vertices that are owned by the currently processed patch. If so, the output is resident in shared memory and is returned. Otherwise, the required patch is scheduled to be processed later. The user only implements the computation performed on the vertex and its query output while the programming model takes care of scheduling and processing the patches.

We implemented the BMD algorithm and compared RXMesh’s performance against PDE and an OpenMesh-based implementation. RXMesh’s speedup (Figure 8c) is on average 68.4× and 9.6× times faster than the single-core and multi-core OpenMesh implementation, respectively. PDE is only 1.12× faster than RXMesh. The reason behind this is RXMesh has to read more patches to fulfill the query of near-ribbon vertices, which could be as high as 10–20 additional patches depending on the mesh topology. The amount of useful information obtained by processing these patches is too low compared with the amount of work that needs to be done since these additional patches are processed to only benefit few vertices. We leave further optimizing higher-order queries as future work.

8.4 Vertex Normal

Computing a vertex normal is a fundamental mesh computation in many applications (e.g., smooth shading computation and discrete differential operators). We implement the weighted vertex normal [Max 1999] using RXMesh and compare against a hard-wired, vertex-normal-specific data structure, where the incident vertices of each face are stored directly in global memory (i.e., in an indexed triangle format). We also implemented the vertex normal using Mesh Matrix [Zayer et al. 2017], as outlined in their paper.
Listing 1 shows the implementation of vertex normal using RXMesh. Mesh Matrix and the hardwired implementation have the same memory layout, where each face only reads its three vertices without any additional memory indirection. Even without a perfectly-matched data structure, RXMesh is able to match their performance (Figure 8d); the hardwired implementation and Mesh Matrix are only 1.12× and 1.14× faster than RXMesh. This demonstrates that RXMesh’s generality imposes only a minimal performance penalty.

9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
RXMesh currently targets only static meshes that do not change over time. While processing static meshes has broad applicability, we hope to enlarge the class of applications we can target by designing a programming model and implementation that supports dynamic meshes. One primary obstacle is a lack of well-defined semantics for low-level parallel mesh manipulation when multiple threads attempt to modify the same mesh element. Nonetheless we believe that our data structure, with its focus on mesh partitioning, is well suited for an evolution toward dynamic capability because parallelizing across partitions helps ease the problems with concurrency. We are further encouraged by recent advances in mesh subdivision on the GPU [Mlakar et al. 2020] and dynamic GPU graph data structures [Awad et al. 2020; Winter et al. 2018].

Currently, the patch creation time could be higher than the application runtime. Exploring further relaxation of the patch requirements in favor of speeding up the process is left for future work. Additionally, we have no theoretical guarantees that our patching process will always work. We may also encounter meshes with extreme structures (e.g., one vertex with a high valence that exceeds $s_p$) that may violate our assumptions and where no conforming patching is possible. We note that we have not encountered either a failed partition or such an extreme case in our experiments to date.

We assume that mesh-based computation is dependent on local neighborhood information only, which covers a large set of applications (e.g., finite-element/finite-volume methods). Our programming model is not well suited for computation that extends beyond the local neighborhood and requires global information, e.g., ray tracing or winding number.

Our data structure is specialized for triangle meshes only, which are ubiquitous within the geometry and mesh processing community. This specialization made it possible to greatly optimize our implementation. Extending our data structure and programming model to other type of discrete geometry (e.g., quad and volumetric meshes) is left for future work.

10 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we showed the importance of mesh locality for triangle mesh processing. While relying on hardware caching has been the standard way to exploit locality, we showed how programmer-managed caching, hidden from the user beneath the programming model, can improve the performance even further. It is particularly challenging to exploit locality in generic mesh processing because the user may interact with and compute on three different kinds of elements. However, we believe patching is the right way to exploit mesh locality and deliver sustained high performance regardless of operations or input quality. RXMesh’s patch representation allows for several optimizations that are otherwise infeasible, e.g., PDE has no straightforward way to profitably use shared memory. Our programming model allows both flexibility to implement different and complex applications as well as an implementation that allows us to schedule query operations with high cache efficiency.
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We discuss here the implementation of RXMesh data structure on
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memory requirement for this particular query. Each thread reads the three edges of its face(s), counts the number of
result in three unique vertices for each face (i.e., we write the first vertex of the edge unless the edge is flipped). The
code snippet in Listing 2 shows how such computation can be done without thread divergence.

FE and EV: They do not require any further computation after reading them from global memory.

VF: Since $FV = FE \times EV$, each thread reads the three edges of the face(s) assigned to it from $MF_E$ and replaces the edges with three vertices. We incorporate information about the face orientation and edge direction to result in three unique vertices for each face (i.e., we write the first vertex of the edge unless the edge is flipped). The code snippet in Listing 2 shows how such computation can be done with thread divergence.

EF and VE: They are simply matrix transposes of $MF_E$ and $ME_V$ respectively. Below, we discuss how to efficiently compute matrix transpose.

VF: We first compute FV as shown earlier and then transpose the output matrix in place. The input matrix has the same structure as $ME_V$, i.e., three entries per row.

VV: This query can be computed by first computing VE and then replacing each edge with the appropriate (other) vertex.

FF: Since $FF = FE \times EF^T$, we first transpose $MF_E$. Then each thread reads the three edges of its face(s), counts the number of (other) faces incident to this edge, and stores the results in a shared memory buffer. We then compute a prefix-sum of this buffer so that each face knows where to store its results in shared memory. This query requires both $MF_E$ and its transpose to be resident at the same time in shared memory, which slightly increases the shared memory requirement for this particular query.

Matrix Transpose as Multisplit: It is now obvious that matrix transpose is such an important kernel for the major part of the queries (5 of the 8 queries require matrix transpose). Given the structure of the input matrices, we realize matrix transpose as a multisplit operation. Multisplit [Ashkiani et al. 2017] is a GPU parallel primitive that, given an unordered set of keys and a function that splits those input keys into buckets, outputs the buckets such that each bucket output is contiguous but otherwise unordered. This exactly matches the matrix transpose operation where the input is $MF_E$, $ME_V$, or $MV_F$, the function is the key itself, and the buckets are the matrix columns. We implement a custom multisplit for our transpose, which differs from Ashkiani et al.’s [2017] in that our total number of buckets (the number of columns) is significantly larger than any bucket’s output. For instance, the valence of a vertex is on average 6 while a patch can have on average 384 vertices.

Listing 3 shows how we implement matrix transpose (inspired by multisplit) in a scenario where the offset is overwritten in the input matrix buffer. It requires a single template parameter, which can be derived from the maximum allowed size of a patch. This query can then read a fixed number of entries from the input matrix (line 5–13). Each thread atomically adds the number of buckets it reads (line 18–22) so that a prefix sum can be computed (line 24) that tells each thread where to place its results (line 26–32). This kernel illustrates how threads can collaborate to perform an otherwise imbalanced computation by distributing the work among the threads.

Patching Algorithm:
Our patching process implements Lloyd’s algorithm on the GPU by iterating over three stages in order: patch assignment, patch construction, and seed update. Since we have no hard constraint on the number of patches, we add a fourth stage, seed addition, to accelerate convergence. Initially, patches are imbalanced and the traditional Lloyd’s algorithm helps to deliver patches of equal size. However, this process is slow to converge [Lu and Zhou 2016]. Since our only hard requirement is patches below a certain size, adding a modest number of additional patches helps us to quickly meet our convergence criterion.

Initialization. We start the patching process by selecting random faces as the seeds for Lloyd’s algorithm. If the mesh is composed of multiple components, we first add one seed per component and then distribute the remaining seeds proportionally to the components’ size. The initial number of seeds is the number of input faces divided by the desired patch size $S_p$. Each seed face is assigned to a distinct patch. We also store the face count in each patch, initialized to one.

Patch Assignment. We implement a parallel iterative process for patch assignment such that a face assigned to a patch propagates its patch ID to each of its neighboring faces if they have not been assigned yet (using atomic compare-and-swap).

We store patch IDs per mesh face in a pre-allocated buffer in global memory. Patch assignment ends when all faces have been assigned to a patch. Because faces are assigned to patches only by their neighbors, our patch assignment process guarantees that each patch is a single connected component. If the seeds are well-spaced, this stage tends to produce patches of relatively uniform size. Isolated faces are identified at the beginning as separate components. These faces will be seeds but will not grow further.

Construct Patches. After assigning faces to patches, we construct a patch data structure. We represent patches in a compact format that consists of an offset array and a value array. The offset array is the
prefix sum of the patch size array while the value array stores the IDs of the patch’s faces. We construct this compact format by first computing the maximum patch size, necessary for termination, with CUB’s \(^4\) parallel reduce (with the `maximum` operator) on the patch size buffer. Next, we run CUB’s inclusive prefix sum to compute the offset array. Finally, we launch a kernel where threads are assigned to different faces. Each thread atomically adds its face to its patch value array.

\(^4\)CUB is included in CUDA: https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/archive/11.1.1/cub/.

Listing 2. Computing FV using patch matrices in shared memory.

```
__device__ void
ComputeFV(const uint32_t pNumFaces, const uint16_t* s_Mev, uint16_t* s_Mfe) {
for (uint32_t f = threadIdx.x; f < pNumFaces; f += blockDim.x) {
for (uint32_t e = 0; e < 3; ++e) {
    // get edge direction
    uint32_t edge = s_Mfe[f*3 + e];
    // shift right to get the actual edge index
    edge = edge >> 1;
    // get edge direction
    uint32_t ev = s_Mev[2*edge];
    // get edge direction
    uint32_t f3 = (2*edge) + 1;
    vertex = (2*edge) + (1 + ev);
    // store results
    s_Mfe[f*3 + e] = vertex;
}
}
```

Listing 3. Matrix transpose

```
__device__ void template < uint16_t itemPerThread >
MatrixTranspose(uint16_t* Matrix, uint16_t* Output, uint16_t* nRows, uint16_t* nCols, uint16_t nnzPerRow) {
if (thread_data[i] != 0xFFFF) {
    if (index < nnz) {
        Matrix[index] = 0;
    } else {
        thread_data[i] = Matrix[thread_data[i]] + 1;
    }
}
```

Fig. 9. With reference to the example mesh shown in Figure 1, here we show the remaining incident and adjacency relations between different mesh elements, expressed as sparse matrices, and computed as matrix-matrix multiplication and matrix transpose of the two stored matrices i.e., \(M_{VE}\) and \(M_{FE}\).
void SmoothingMCF(RXMesh rmesh, Attribute<float, 3> X0, 
float tol, float time_step, 
uint32_t max_iter) 
// CG variables, X is the smoothed coordinates 
// initialized to X0 i.e., the initial coordinates 
Attribute<float, 3> Q, R, B, X; 
Vec<float> alpha, beta, delta, delta_old, delta_0; 
uint32_t iter(0); 
//////////////////////// Initialization ******************/
InitB(rmesh, X0, B);
// This computation takes place on the GPU
Q = matrix *X;
// *********** Initialization ***********//
// initialized to X0 i.e., the initial coordinates
// CG variables . X is the smoothed coordinates
// Last vertex in the one-ring
for (const uint32_t r_id : vv_iter) {// iterate over 1- ring
float v_weight(0), sum_e_weight(0);
tri_area = parital_voronoi_area(v_id, r_id,
q_id, X0);
v_weight += max(tri_area, 0);
q_id = r_id;
}
float e_weight = edge_cotan_weight(v_id, r_id,
q_id, X0);
sum_e_weight += e_weight;
tri_area = partial_voronoi_area(v_id, r_id,
q_id, X0);
for (const uint32_t r_id : vv_iter) {// iterate over 1- ring
if (tri_area < tol || tri_area < delta_0) {
break;
}
beta = delta / delta_old;
alpha = Q.dot(D);
alpha = alpha / alpha;
X = X + alpha * Q;
R = R - alpha * Q;
// last vertex in the one-ring
for (const uint32_t v_id : vv_iter) {// iterate over 1- ring
float diag = 2* v_weight + sum_e_weight;
OUT(v_id) = res + diag * IN(v_id);
}
}
// Last vertex in the one-ring
uint32_t q_id = vv_iter.back();
Vec3 res(0);
tri_area = partial_voronoi_area(v_id, r_id,
q_id, X0);
q_id = r_id;
for (const uint32_t r_id : vv_iter) {// iterate over 1- ring
float e_weight = edge_cotan_weight(v_id, r_id,
q_id, X0);
sum_e_weight += e_weight;
tri_area = partial_voronoi_area(v_id, r_id,
q_id, X0);
v_weight = max(tri_area, 0);
q_id = r_id;
}
float diag = 2* v_weight + sum_e_weight;
OUT(v_id) = res + diag * IN(v_id);
}
// Last vertex in the one-ring
for (const uint32_t v_id : vv_iter) {// iterate over 1- ring
float v_weight = 0;
tri_area = partial_voronoi_area(v_id, r_id,
q_id, X0);
q_id = r_id;
}

Listing 4. Smoothing by Mean Curvature Flow

D MEMORY FOOTPRINT:
We consider a simplified manifold input for RXMesh memory calculation. For each patch, RXMesh stores two matrices, \( M_F \) and \( M_K \), each of size \( S_p \) and \( S_F \) of the Euler-Poincaré characteristic. The entries of these matrices are 16-bit unsigned integers, totaling \( 12S_p \) bytes/patch. In addition, we store the vertex, edge, and face local-to-global mappings as 32-bit unsigned integers, requiring an additional \( 12S_p \) bytes/patch. The total storage per patch without the ribbon is thus \( 24S_p \) bytes. We observe that the increase in memory due to the ribbon does not exceed 39%. The total memory requirement per patch is thus \( 33.45S_p \) bytes. The total number of patches is \( S_F / S_p \), where \( F \) is the total number of faces in the input mesh. Thus, the storage requirements for all patches is 33.4 bytes/face. This is the total memory footprint needed if computation is restricted to the first-order queries. Additionally, we also store the owner patch using 32-bit unsigned integers, which requires in total 12 bytes/face. This extra storage is needed only for higher-order queries (e.g., k-ring), increasing the memory storage of RXMesh to 45.4 bytes/face.

E APPLICATION CODE:
Listing 4 shows the user implementation of the smoothing application (Section 8.1). We follow the same implementation of the conjugate gradient by Shewchuk et al. [1994] and the variable names match those in Appendix B2 therein.